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State of the University .

Mullen speech yields optimism
progress, however. He pointed
by Jeff-clever
out the · large incre~se ., in
The Faculty Assembly 'gathered Wednesday, February 26
applications and enrollment. in
recent years especially last
in a meeting highlighted by
September. Northeastern was
President Mullen's "State of
the first state university to
the University Address" and
close admissions last year (i~
pointed and often insistent
questioning by the members of May). Mullen added " We have
a sort of 'identity cri1!is"'
the faculty attending. An
owing to the number of times
eight-minute slide presentation
was shown depicting the past
the name of this institution
and future direction of UNI. In
has been changed. "Some of
addition, · Vice-President for
our departments are overly
Academic Affairs, John Mastrained" he said, and suggested that higher funding
jors and Vice-President for
would not only result from the
Administrative affairs, . William Lienemann addressed · situation, but could obviously
themselves to their respective · help alleviate it. Mullen went
on, "In t_he process of growth
areas.
there is cultural and budgetary
President Mullen opened the
meeting with a speech emphalag. We face a serious facilities
sizing the positive aspects of deficit. For example, we are
UNI, "The fu ture is good I 'm
the only state university that
doesn't have_a physical-educaoptimistic" he asserted. Mullen mentioned that the Univertion plant for intercollegiate
sports and intramurals. Spesity has a fine location and the
campus "has been able to . cial buildings should be built,
develop a physical plant. " We
possibly a music building and
are now anticipating breaking
an arts building, but these are
group.cl for the new eight-milin the future. We _ have no
lion dollar library ." Mullen
budgetary .commitments for
t'ied growing pains with
them." Mullen gave praise to

for some
Human Services, a curriculum
in Business Management and
Bi-lingual courses. "
Professor Charles NissimSabat darkened ·the fa vorable

nt~G;;~ in

saying,'

"I

wish I

Pvu,u snare your optimism

President Mullen attempts to answer hostile questions from
faculty members during his State of t_h e· University address.
[Photo by Peg Gorman]

.the individual departments.
" Our departments have a very
high credit-hour production

and we are a leader in
innovative education with new .
courses in Computer Science,

but I do not." Nissim-Sabat
wen t on to ask if the "junior
faculty" would not be damaged by present policy· regarding promotions and tenure. He
sat dow n w applause from the
audience. The maj or ground
for difference between· the
administration repr~sentatives
· and the faculty seemed to be
d ec ision-making p olicy and
who, in the end, would hav·e
the final authority .
J ohn Major · responded to
Nissim -Sabat's query by philosophically and realistically
setting forth an outline by
which the problem might be
so lv ed. William Lienemann
· went over the Board of Hig her
Education's recommendations
for fi scal '76 ap propriations.
UNI was alloted a total of
$15,204,900.

Latinos claim victory

Velazquez dismissed

,

!

.

! \.1

\I

Vice-president for
Academic Affairs, John .Major, looks up
.
toward
an
audience
of teachers prepared with a barrage of
· .
.
surprise questions. [Photo by Peg Gorman].

by Robert J . Kosinski
University President James ·
Mullen has dismissed Miguel
Velazquez, director of the
C.L.A.S.E .S. institute, from
the university sponsored program, according to members of
the Union for Puerto Rican
Students (UPRS). Ann Smith,
assistant to the president, ·
would not substantiate those
claims saying that the decision
was a " persona l matter"
between the president and
.Velazq,uez. Mullen refused to
speak on the matter at this

I

timMe.em· b ers of· t'ne U mon
.
for
·p
t
R'
St
d
t
· uer o
1can
u en s appea1ed t o _""
cv1u 11en T ues d ay ,

Feb. 18 at a closed meeting,
for the removal of Velazquez
on various charges of · malfea~ance of. office.
They claimed Velazquez was
not fulfilling the promises he
made when he became director
of the institute.
They also say he ha-s
ex ploited the C.L.A .S.E.S.
program for his attempts to
win the aldermanic position in
the 31st ward. Velazquez lost
the Democratic primary to
Adeline Keane, Tuesday.
John Major, vice-president
for Academic Affairs, said las t
week that he had investigated
the charges against Velazquez
and recommended to the

president that they "do not
warrant Velazquez's dismissal. .
Mullen, however, agreed to
listen to t he demands and
promised to render a decision
on Wednesday, Feb. 26. Luis
Burgos, editor of Que Ondee
Sola the Spanish newspaper on
campus , says the · deci sion
came to the Union in the form
of a memo , Wednesday morning ..
The U PRS says t hey have
achieved a great victory over
the administration and they
cre dit th e students with
exerting "the necessary pressure to force President Mullen
to make t he right decision " .

'
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your -detractors think?
reversable, of course.)
Regretfully,
People who can barely keep
Mary L. Robandt
up with Northeastern's academic standards (average textTO ALL STUDENTS AND
book level has been lowered FACULTY
OF
NORTHthis year from 12th grade to EASTERN:
9th grade level); who can't
Dean Hudson has mentioned
, AN OPEN LETTER TO TOM ·. write ·clearly, do some _ re- in the past, that he would like
LASSER,
PRESIDENT, , search, or basic arithmetic, · to see living plants all around
STUDENT SENATE:
may as well enjoy the State's th.e campus, especiall:r _ii:side
Dear Tom,
beneficence ~ hile it lasts, bethe Science Building.
You 've GOT to be KIDDcause it's all downhill from
We, the Groundswomen at
ING! You see " a DANGER of : here.
UNI, find it very difficult to
. . . departments to initiate
Your i.nterests suggest you live up to this request!
required courses on the basic
are in one of the social science
First of all, plants were
level" (PRINT, 2/ 21 /75)??? If
fields, or in the Education placed in various sections of
you 'd read a newspaper, seen a
College. Do you know what the Science Building in Octoplacement officer or advisor,
your chances are? Your skills J?er of 1972. From the day the ·
read a want-ad or gone for a
are · above-average, yes; and plants were planted, some were
job interview in the last 5
you have an impressive list of left lying in the pearlite sur· years , you would rather have · extra-curricular
activities, · rounding the pots, some pots
seen a DANGER that such
which is important. But you stolen · and many plants were ·
required basics would not be . are one of thousands of such stolen.
initiated in time to keep you
students. Also, your traditionOver Christmas vacation
from being a 40-year:old bus- : al white/ male advantage is
(1974) another attempt was
boy or bellhop with a B.A. !
slipping1 due to the Federal made to put plants in the
There's a WAR going on out
quota system (which is also Science Building upon request
th,ere, man! Liberal Arts grads
reaching a saturation point). of Mr. Robert Cramptona re being cranked out at the
Suppose you were fro~ an Director, Physical Plant. Revolumes high school grads · inadequate inner-city public vived plants were put in the
were 10 years ago - even
school, or were not born into same sections to experiment
superlative students~ in our '- the English language? Can you with the inadequate sunlite,
fields are driving cabs with
ethically tell students from etc. They were improvmg
M.A.'s, waiting for a break,
these backgrounds to resist gradually, until further incithe way ·a Hollywood-hopeful
the reinstatement of solid dents occured. One week' after
waits to be " discovered" while
basic skills?
planting, cigarette butts were
waiting table . . . ~at chance
Rather than wonder if the found in the base of the· plants,
for an average or sub-average
College(s) is trying to increase garbage thrown in and white
student to even get a start.
its bargaining power (remem- pearlite was dumped inside the
This is a semi-capitalist
ber, they get our $240 whether pots. Signs were posted to
country, and supply of B.A.'s
we get a job or not); your discourage people from doing
greatly exceeds the demand,
statement makes me wonder if so, but were ignored by most!
except in very technical areas.
YOU are trying to curry favor Lastly, p h i l o d e ~ s
(Even in a Soviet-type system,
with a lot of people who hope of wandering jews were stolen;
a rating system rigidly sepato beat some pretty hopeless .. this is the Il!_ain reason for this
rates college-bound from blueodds.
letter!
collar workers at the highI'm your friend, Tom, and I
Being groundswomen, get.., ,. ,,schooJ ., JeY,el. ,T" ,, pecis~on. ir- ;- voted •for you
What will ting paid to maintain these
plants becomes a waste of time ,
and money, unless people care
enough to respect the signs
BOUND
and the lives of these plants.
Please don't take cuttings or
IN '15?
abuse them; they were put in
Last year over 200,0()()' students summered in Europe. And the
for everyone to appreciate! Our
travelwise flew on charters because it costs about Half! This
year a 3-6 week ticket to London is $512.; 2-3 weeker $597.
only other alternative is to put
And it's $767. For over six weeks from New York. (That's
in PLASTIC PLANTS. Which
what the airlines say now. Last year there were two unforcast
increases!)
would you prefer to see? It's
Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about
up to YOU!!!
have your choice of dates for 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 week duration
The 3 Gr~n Thumbs
during the summeJ. And all you have to do to qualify is

letters

EUR'OP£

reserve your seat now by sending $100, deposit, plus $10.
registratio(l fee. Under recently new U.S . Government
regulation, we must submit all flight participants names and
full payment sixty days before each flight. If you take the
June 21 - August 19 flight to London for example, deposit
reserves your seat and April 15 you send- the $199. balance.
Just one price for all flights whether you pick a weekend .
departure ($15. extra on the regular fare airlines) or peak
season surcharge date.
So send for our complete schedule, or to be sure of your
reservation now, mail your deposit for one C:l.f our 3 to 5
weekly departures from June through September. Just
specify the week you want to travel and for how long. You
will receive your exact date confirmation and receipt by return
mail. All our flights are via fully certificated, U.S. Government ·
standard jet and all first class service. From London there are
many student flights to all parts bf the Continent, frequent
departures and many at off the regular ·tare.

· Getting Married?

Need

photos ?
cau ·
t

Creative ·Photo Ltd;
625-5398
Pro Work At
Reasori~ble Rates

REPUBLIC AIR SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
663 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022
(800) 223-5389 (TOLL FREE)

AUTHENTIC LOOKING

Charter flying is the biggest l>'llrgain in air travel today

The Staff
Thi;
Print . is the campus
newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
Universi:y . Pub lished weekly , this
paper is paid for by student fees
and is lar ge ly thE: work of
N ur: he ast ew student s. Material
published herein is not · to be

Editor : Robert Kosinski
Managing Editor: Jeff Clever
News Editor: Jear.i lkezoe
Arts Editor: Tom Walterman
Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
8usin!:ss fvtanagt r: Rita Harrnata
Photo .Edi!or: Paul Manda
confu sed w it h view s exprE:ssed by Cartoonist: Margaret Drewko
the U niversit y admin istration . Print Columnist: Mary Robandt is located in E-214, phone 583-4050,
ext. 459.

Staff: Al ·Albert , Nancy 13artosch,
Larry Brittan , Dave Dettcran,
Diane Dockery. Jeff E inbinder,
Stephen Flamich, Peg Gorman ,
Gerr i Leffn c r , Pennie Lopins:<i ,
Jeff Markowski, Stev i i'lc ·. -ak, Da'l
Pearson, Anna Maria f'ezzetta,
Dante Plata ,
Mary
Robandt,
George Tafelski, George Tomas·
zewsk i, Robin Trilling, Robert
Trahan, . Doug Wid_owski, Joe
Wynn , Mareo Pedersen ·

b~ Robert Trahan

You know friends, I come from a small town in New England.
Some of you city folks may wonder what that's like, so I thought
I'd write this for you so you can see for a change how the other
half lives, I mean those . who live out east and all.
My town really doesn't have some of the things yours does. We
don't have many theaters and movie houses. We aren't stuck
without entertainment though, because if we want to go see a
movie, we can always go by car to Pawtucket, Rhode Island and
see what's playing there. As for live performances, our local
high-school puts on a play every now and then, or if it comes
down to desparation, we can just go and watch T.V.
.
We don't have many problems with our school facilities , in
fact, my town is so small, we share our high school with another
town. We pretty much work together to keep it up. There is room
in the auditorium for both of our communities to see the plays I
was telling you about. In my town, we've also got two grammar
schoolg•and a pretty big junior high school, too. Those belong to
my community. The high school is the only school we
share.
We get a lot of exercise where I come from. We go for walks,
ride our bike6', and play sports, but I suppose you do that here
too. You know, I love going through the woods near my house
looking for deer and other animals. If I find one, I get him in
my sites, focus, and then proceed to take a picture of them with
my telephoto lens. I always felt taking pictur~s of the animals
was better than shooting them, because you still get to stalk them
through the woods, keeping the thrill of the chase, and then you
can capture them for all time on a piece of film . You get your
trophy in the picture, and you can share the beauty of what you
have seen by showing it to a friend. But I guess the best thing is
kno~ing that even though you've 'gotten your trophy, you
haven't destroyed one of God's creatures to get it. Yes, it is :t
pretty good way to hunt, because it works out well for both you
and the animal.
Like I said in the beginning, we do~'t have everything in our
town that you have in yours. We don't have 'L' trains, subway,
-or bus service to get to where we want to go. Though it may be
rough sometimes, we still manage. We don't have an airport
where I come from either. If we want to take an airplane, we have
to go all the way to Providence or Boston to get one. Of course
that nevel' really bothers me because I don 't take planes too
often, except for when I come to Chicago for school, and that is
only twice a year. Because of the things I've mentioned, I've
heard many people say we are way behind the times. Well, my
only answer to that is to give you a few more things we don't
have.
We don't have any pollution because our streets aren't
overcrowded with cars. We don't have a very high crime rate
because almost everyone in the town knows everyone else. Who
would want to steal from a friend? Because, of this, we don't have
a very large police force, but like I said, we don't really need one.
We just have a few officers to remind visitors to our community
what the speed limit is,
We haven't had any of our elected officials sent to jail either.
'That seems to be in fashion these days. They are all pretty
honest, except one, there's a rumor that was going around town
that he cheats at card games. I don 't really put much faith in
rumors though. You don't have to when you are "behind the
times. "
Well friends,_· it does seem our towns are quite different, but
basically, they do have one big similarity. They are both filled
with people, cats, and dogs. I suppose size does make a
difference, but still, it is the people in the towns that make the
towns, you know what I mean? (The cats and dogs don't ~ake
the towns, they just make cleaning them up a little bit harder.)
- So far I think your town will take me a little getting used to,
but -...sure you would have the same trouble if you were in
mine~e we can learn from each other.
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Residents review more parking plans.
by Diane Dockery
tha t a meeting be held with
a policy by the university.
chase a monthly CT A ticket
Another parking meeting
UNI faculty and s~ff. to•
Gerald Cannon, director 9f
with 20% reduction in fare .
held at UNI by the Hollywoodrequest that they make greater
University Communications,
Tl].e recent CT A survey
North Park Improvement As- use of the school parking lots. . estimated there are between
mailed to Northeasterners
sociation took place last MonMandatory use of the park350 and ,380 faculty, and
should establish what actjon
day, February 24.
·
· ing lots as a condition of
between 850 and 900 s taff and
by the CT A would be most
Sheldon Brown, president of · employment was ruied out,
office personnel, employed qy
beneficial. Surveys should be
the Association, suggested sin~e state law prohibits such
the university.
deposited as soon as possible,
Because these people genein the box provided in front of
.,
rally arrive among the earliest
the information desk (across
on campus, t hey can usually
from the registrar's office). •
get preferential parking spaces
A sugges tion by Association
in the lots closest to school.
member Vivian Jacobsop., 3557
These parking spaces are not
W. Hollywood, was that each
open to students.
block of residents in the area
Brown would like to see t he., surrounding the university
faculty and staff use these · take a vote on whether they
by M.L. Robandt
parking
spaces·, or the other
wanted " no parking" signs on
No matter how many millions auto and airplane potentates
·u~iversity
lots,
rather
than
their block.
pour into ads ; transportation remains an emphatically
This suggestion met with
unromantic part of life. There are a few exceptions; when I was 5 - parking on the streets.
opposition from many of · the
A $600,000 fund to conI took a helicopter ride, and a few years ago I took Amtrak to the
struct an access road from
residents \Vho attendei the
West Coast, but even these flights of fancy had their bad side. I
Foster
A
venue
to
the
universiparking
meeting Monday. By
could hardly see out the window in the first case, and little
ty has been budgeted by the
a show-of-hands vote of 19 to
monsters whose benighted mothers left their Sunday clodhoppers
school, said Cannon.
6, the residents were against
on all night hardly let me sleep in the second. Still, these were
Cannon
emphasized,
howany
kind of " no parking" plan.
pleasant experiences, unlike the hassle of public and private
ever,
that
this
fund
is
only
·
Reasons
cited were that no
transportation around Chicago. '
tentative and is subject to the
parking or time-limited parkNot being a man, I may fail to appreciate the sexual prowess of
approval of the state. It would
ing would deprive the resicharging down the high~ ay in a late-model car like some
not
become
effective
until
July
dents of the " opportunity • to
bourgoise Easy Rider. As a frail human, though, I ·do understand
l
,
if
approved.
compete for available space"
the mortal fear of having my limbs torn off by some frustrated
A direct access road to the
with UNI students, faculty ,
Norman Mailer (of either sex) ripping through the handicapped
campus would have the advanand staff. No parking for
crossing by the Science Building. If I were disabled (and I may
tage
of
reducing
traffic
on
the
everyone
would mean no parkbe, any day), I think I'd plot to run HIM over with my motorized
residential streets surrounding
ing for anyone, including
wheelchair in the hall (along with the sadist who engineered the
the school.·
themselves . ·
"Free Right on Red", i.e. "Aim to Kill" law).
Another proposal, in conParking tickets would also
However, as I've established in earlier columns, my attitudes
junction
with
the
Chicago
be
issued to residents and
about such cherished Americana are sadly abnormal. I'm too
Transit Authority, is to make
non-residents alike for . violacheap to drive, is what it is, really -- I can pay 3 C's in fares
it more attractiv_e for students
tions of parking signs. If signs
insteads of 3 grand in upkeep and payments, by using th CT A.
not t o drive to school.
with specified time limits were
It has its own little(?) problems, though. ·
A shuttle bus directly to the
put up, residents would be
It's a vicious cycle - if more people would carpool or take public transportation, the buses would run more dependably on less campus and increased service · • forced to go out and move
on existing bus routes are
their cars or risk getting a
congested (sounds like a nasal spray ad) streets. !Jut I can't say I
among
the proposals under
ticket.
blame anyone who drives, when I stand shivering in a blizzard
consideration.
It was further pointed out
waiting for a surly busdriver to amble up to the stop -- and if my
Also being considered is a
that the police are not availback is turned, flee past . me like I'm a victim of the plague!
provision for students to pur_able t9 constantly patrol the
I used to live 4 blocks from Northeastern (so sorry, gang, I'm
on the neighborhood's side in the parking uproar). I was always
late then, unless my roommate drove me from ~he house with a
whip, and I 'm always late now that I live in New Town. This has
Career Da_r,
more to do with my horoscope than the traffic problem I admit.
The real problem with public transportation is the same thing
that's wrong with private transportation -- bad attitude.
I don't know (nor do I care to sully my mind with finding out )
who decides what transportation priorities are. I might ask, when
Chicago prides itself on its viciously temperamental weather,
ha ve mis sed Career Day,
by Pennie Lopinski
why aren't there enclosed waiting stations with benches at every
Valarie
Gallagher of Career
Career Day , held on Feb. 18
bus stop. But then, I might just as well ask why we need a
Services
is
willing to provide a
was, true to predict ion, " best
Crosstown t hat will only encourage more cars to slo~ more
list of the agencies represented
ever
.''
38
a
gencies
were
" express" ways t o a monoxide-fuming crawl, or why it took an act
and t heir telephone numbers.
represented by people able and
of God to get bicycle lanes painted on a few streets.
willin g_ to an s wer s pecifi c , Students may call and request
I've appointed myself " Scourge of the Lord" when it comes to
an interview.
questions, and provide general
inconsiderate drivers of vehicles public or private. I come from a
To t hose who have never
informa tion about government
distinguished line of such troublemakers -- my mQther picked a
specifically considered employemployment. They provided
fight with .a 250-lb. truckdriver who cut her off in .an alley on the
information on salaries, promo- ment in t he public sector,
Gallagher offers t his advice:
West Side 30 years ago -- and won. I admire anyone who can
tional opportunities and vaca" It costs not hing to take the
stand up to the inassive intimidat ion a crazy driver poses , and
tion policies.
civil
service exam . All you can
lately I 've seen a. lot more people joining me in this guerilla
Throug hout the day, stulose is t he greater part of a
revolt. A man I know jumped into a sunroof of an insolent
dent t urnout was excellent.
Saturday. If you don 't do well
Mercedes that cut off two old women, and I saw a 12 year old girl
Besides the valuable informaon
t he first try , t here is
kick the chrome strip off a rampaging, Caddy in the Loop. 1'm
tion provided by representanothing to st op you from
just as zealous about coming down on bus drivers who act like
tives, $tudents were provided
repeating the exam,." Althoug h
overage stock-car racers. My special t arget s are crabby old men
with litera ture on t he variou s
PACE is the exam for Liberal
agencies and t heir func t ions
who, incredibly, are much ruder to other oldsters than young
Art~ g raduates, comparable
and activities.
drivers seem to be. Once, after watching one of many quavering
Liberal Arts ' graduates are
old ladies struggle with change and ask for directions from some
required to t ake the Profesimpatient driver, I loudly expressed the hope that nobody would
sional and Administrativ e
treat HIM that way in a few years, and fled the scene. It gave me
Career E xamination (PACE )
·Thousands.of Topics
a good feeling, and was a lot more direct than deciphering which
before they can be considered
·
$2. 75 _par page
of the 27 posted numbers I could use to report him.
for
employment
with
a
govern.
Send
for
y~r up-to-dlte, 160-paee,
To set the record straight, I admit gladly that a l~t of drivers
ment agency .· The exam is
mait ordef catalog. Enclose Sl.00
are courtly and careful. Some will even run interference for
to cover IIO$la&e (delivery time is
given four times per year, and
pedestrians against other cars. Maybe the others have just given
I to 2 daysl. ·
applications for the May exam
· in to ,t he pres.sure for pointless speed in the city. I'll give them
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.
must be submitted by April
the benefit of that doubt. But don't be surprised if I squirt ·
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE :t2
20. Applica t ions may b e
LOS ANGEL£$, CALIF. 90025
mustard on your windshield for threatening me with that deadly
obtained from the. Career•
C213l 477-8474 or 477-54!a
weapon you love so well. Be glad I don't have a hammer. See you
Services office (room B-117).
Ollr rtHarcll INll9fill is sold for
in court!
rtRafell lSSlstltlce Ollly.
For those students who may

area . Thus the effectiveness of
limited-time parking would be
questionable.
Other reasons mentioned for
the opposition to " no parking"
signs were that .residents '
visitors couldn't find parking,
and repair men wouldn' t come
if they couldn 't park in fron t "of
a resident's home.
The advantages of the signs
were t hat they would force the
UNI_ community to use the
university parking lots rather
than the streets.
Less litter from alleged student carelessness was also
cited as an advantage. Also,
delivery trucks could park
temporarily in no par-king
zones rat her than having to
block the streets or the alleys.
A proposal which got the
approval of a majority of the
Association members present
a t the meeting was that
one,way rrows be placed in the
east-west alleys connecting the
streets.
The residents claim students
use their alleys to cut from
Kimball to St. Louis Avenue
and other one-way streets,
despite the existence of 1" no
through tr; ffic " signs .
This situation causes an
excessively heavy volume of
traffic and poses a danger to
children and to cars backing in
and ou t' of garages. One-way
arFciws• in ·the' ,aJley ~;- it-...was
hoped , would help • decrease
• this flow of ,traJfi ~-• , • •;•, .:•;:::
The Association· ' ; ill ' ;bnti_nue to meet and discuss
solutions to the parking problem. All suggestions are invited, said Brown.

Parenthesis

Huge success , fOr jobless
examina tions are offered for
graduates in other fields.
Students are urged to stop
into the Career Services office
and examine t he . resources
provided . Info rmation is :avail. able regarding career alternati ves fo r sp ec ific majo r ~,
effective interview techniques
and resume guidelines. In
addi tion, studen ts are ad vised
to p erio d iq1 ll y c hec k t he
Career Services bulletin board,
located in the corridor sout h of
t he library , fo r information
about company recrui tment
and fu r ther activities sponsered by · the Career · Services
office.

l

Efficient Reading .
Gets Bet Ler Grades

.

Improving Comprehension
I

!

is ou_r spt!Cialty

l

Center for Effective

i

llO S. Dearborn

I
I

I

Communication

263-1980
State approved

I
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UNI tutorial method suc·eeeds

by Mary L. Robandt
Mike Kamys of the StatisPASS/ FAIL - Students may opt for pass/ fail for courses by
tics Lab thinks that "a lot of
completing the appropriate forms in the records office the week of
people find statistics mote
March 10 - March 14. Students who opt for pass/ fail grade(s) are
intimidating
than they really
not eligible t o receive the Honors or High Honors notation on the are." Mike is the faculty
grade ·report form during that term or trimester, even if their
assistant for Northeastern's
grade point average is above 4.0. However, the student may
open Lab sponsored by the
graduate with Honors or High Honors. This option does not
P sychology Department. His
apply to courses necessary to tneet requirements in a department
job is to help. students tutor
major. For IJ10re information contact the records office.
each other through courses in
research methodology and staSTUDENT SENATE VACANCIES do exist and we are tistics, whatever their major.
The Lab · was started in
interested in finding several students who are interested in
September,
1973 in resp,onse to
helping us work on and develop student needs. Any student
studenf s pleas for extra help
interested please stop by the student senate office (E -205-S l and
with statis tics, and is coordilet us know. We do meet on Monday nights at 7:00 p.m.
nated by Dr. Arnold Gordon,
whose field is physiologic<!!
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED to help indigent people get a
psychology . The Lab has from_
fair ·bond. Anyone who is interested can meet at t he · Catholic
four to seven co-teachers each
Studen t Center, 5450 Kimball on ~ unday, March 2. Rides are
term , a nd is staffed for over 70
provided at no later than 7:00 am and student s will be back by
hours per week, including
9 :30 am .
- evenings and Saturdays, so
tliat students may get help
almost anytime on a walk-in
basis.
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT will present a guest artist
The overwhelming appeal of
reci tal on Monday, March 3 a t 8 :00 pm in the auditorium. Gary
the Lab seems to be its
Graffman will be guest artist on piano.
informal style and its one-to-

GENESIS AND THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION CLUB in
coordi nation with t he Women 's Study Program will present an
en tire week of festivities to honor women of the world.
The schedule of ~vents will im:,ude :
MA RCH 4, 1975, Tuesday: Coffee Hour in the "A " Lounge 12:00 - 2:00 p.m. This will be followed by a film - "Salt of the
E arth."

one tutorial method. "We gear
each effort to each student's
academic background," says
Mike, "so that each student
can approach t he work in the
way he or she finds easiest." ·
People who are comfortable
with math, for example, would
be tutored wit h a math stress ,
while the majority who aren 't
are led through the necessary
math to a research design/
problem-solving emphasis. The
success of a method .which
works in the· students , own
terms is evidenced by the
numbers of former students
who · -visit the Lab "just to
talk'' , says Mike.
Mike has some strong opinions about - research itself.
" Most people who come in are
trying to pass a required
course, " he says, " but some
really want to do behavioral
science research. "
" Our commitment is to
honest research," he continues,
not just duplicating tne accepted 'professional line, which

sometimes .needs to be reexamined."
Mike cites famous statistical
four-ups and triumphs from
the Truman-Dewey election
predictions to the Masters and
Johnson sex research reports
as proof of the importance of
statistics in American life. He
also thinks people should understand statistics enough to
realize that public decisions
are often made on the basis of
data and results · that can be
manipulated for special interests. Economics majors seem
to know this; they are the ·
largest users of the Lab
besides psychology majors.
Mike hopes other departments
will use the Lab rpore.
. Whether one is trying to
struggle through statistics
courses, or wants . to do •fresh
research on familiar theories,
the Statistical Lab (Room
S-213, X 669) is available for
individual help to any Northeastern student.

Students relate to peers

by Jean Ikezoe
• Beginning this trimester,
UNI is offering students a new
GILBERTO RAMIREZ will present a slide show on Spanish
program called the " Peei-Adart on Tuesday, Mar. 4 at 1 pm in 2-094. All are welcome to
visment Program.'· Developed /
a ttend . This promises to be a very interesting program.
by the University Counseling
Center, this program is des igned to h ave stu dents
THE FIVE WAGERS, a singing group whose- most recent counsel their fellow students in
recording is " Come and Ask Me!" will appear at UNI on
areas of orientation to UNI,
academ ic a d visement, and
Tuesday, March 4 from 1 to 3 in t he auditorium.
serve as a referral sou_rce for
personal counseling .
UNI student, Gus Sisto, is
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT will also present a student
recital on Wednesday, March 5 at 8:00 pm. UNI student Ray · the fi rst Peer-Advisor in this
program . A- transfer ,student
Buniak, on trombone will give t he recital.
fro m Oakton College where he
was involved in a similar ·
program , Sisto stated that
" Before the program becomes
THE UNI SPANISH CLUB will present " The Children 's benif_icial to the st udents in a
Hour' ' wit h Diane Comancho demonstrating t he art of story maximum way, the students
Gus Sisto, part of the newly formed '' Peer-Advisement
telling in Spanish . This presentation will be on Tuesday, March 6 have to be aware and feel · Program. " [Photo by Peg Gorman]
a t 1: 00 pm (activity hour ) in 2-094 and will be of special interest there's a need for it."
to Spanish and ~ ducation Majors.
·
Sisto pointed out that " since
Barbara Behrendt, has worked
"The rational is that stuthis program is in its initial
dents are better qualified to hard in organizing this prostages, it 's not definite as to
counsel other students," Sisto gral!). Sisto noted ' that the
what additional role Peer-Adsaid. He mentioned that some "only support from the adminA FILM FESTIVAL will be held on Friday March 7 in room visors will play. It all depends
st udents corning in for counsel- istration" they received was
1-002. An evening of comic merriment with W.C. Fields, Laurel on the feedback we receive
ing may find it easier to relate from the Counseling Departand Hardy , Betty Boop and others will be presented. Donat ions from UNI students concerning
to their peers instead of the ment itself. Hopefully in the
at t he door are $1.00 and is sponsored by the Revolutionary their needs. " He continued by
regular counselors.
futur e t his program will
saying, "My obj ective is to be
Student Brigade.
expand.
At the present time Sisto is
a voice from the students back
t he only Peer-Advisor because
Sisto also ment ioned that.to the administrators and not
any suggestions or ,comments
of limited funding for this
through any mediators.
program. His supervisor ,_ . UNI students have on the
subject of the Peer-AdviseTHE CLASSICAL COMMITTEE of C-CAB is open to ne~
ment Program would be
members and suggestions. If anyone would like to see a dance
appreciated. There are two
company in residence at UNI or a theatre workshop happen here,
"Drop-Boxes" located in the
come up to E-205N and leave word on the Performing_ Arts
university. One is in the
Board.
Counseling Center in B-115
and the other is on top of the
black cabinets across from the
THE CONCE RT COMMITTEE of C-CAB Company
...
.
Sweet
Shop.
announces that there are four vacancies on the committee.
Currently, Sisto is helping
Anyone interested- in becoming a member should attend the
- Want a change in y~r lunchtime routiJfe?
students prepare their schedcommittee meeting every Monday at 2:00 pm in E-205N or
Go Chinese .:.. American dishes, too.
ules
for the spring and summer
should contact Lorraine Kruezel, ext. 376.
session. Any student who
- Lunch served to alf students at aU hours.
wishes to discuss their program schedule can talk with
AN EARLY CHILDHOOD E~UCATION MAJORS meeting
Sisto from 2:00 pm-4:00 pm on
·Monday, Wednesday, or Frihas been arranged for Tuesday, March 25 in toom 3-096 at 1:00
_3411 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
KE 9-9650
. ;days in B-115, the Counceling
PI?· Please attend.
;;, Office.
··
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Orie-man-show a hit

A Wilde ev~ning at . Wisdom Bridge
by jC Wynll
GREGG FLOOD. Remember this name. You 're going to
be hearing a lot mor~ about
him. Gregg is twenty-two
years old, a recent graduate of
Northwestern University, and
an amazingly talented actor,
which is why you 'll hear more
. of him. He's going to be more
than locally recognized as the
brilliantly witty characterization of Oscar Wilde which he
creates at WISDOM BRIDGE
THEATRE.
· After ·his marvelous twohour performance Saturday
night, ·1 talked with Gregg
about the show. He spoke of
his two years of preparation.
" I set out to read everything
Wild wrote," he said. "All of
his letters, everything." He
memorized close to sev~n
hours of .W ilde's material. How
did he condense .this into a
two- hour show?
" Well, I worked it into a two
hour and forty-five minute
show, " said Gregg. "Then I
showed it to my director,

and rearranging" is an evening
which sets audiences into
howls of laughter at Wilde'.s
cleverness with words. It's
more than. this, though. Gr~gg
· haS' captured the urbane, sarcastic Wilde himself, and
brings him to the stage. As he
limps about creating the poignant " Birthday of the lnfanta " the warm- humaneness of
Wilde flows into the audience.
In te)ling the absurd story of
"The
Canterville
Ghost"
Gregg establishes Wilde's disdain for t he progressivism of
Americans, and for their
laughable pragmatism which is
oblivious to the spiritual na-,
ture o( culture.

Gregg's dynamic ability to
,. "play" an audience is indirectly
responsible for "An Evening
with Oscar Wilde" . As he put
it, "I like getting an audience
to laugh, to applaud. That's
_ the real reward for doing this. "
But why a one-man show, isn't
it a lot harder? "Sure, it' s a lot
harder. There's no question
that you 're much more physiGregg Flood strikes a pose as Oscar Wilde at the Wisdom Bridge
cally exhausted at the end of a
Theatre.
one-man show. But, you see,
actors are basically lazy. Most
DAVID BEAIRD. He immediing. So, with his_help, I started
aren't willing to really work at
ately decided to do the play,
cutting and rearranging. "
it. I got tired of playing with
but he felt it needed shortenThe ,results of this "cutting
people who hadn 't b?thered to
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learn their parts." So he
decided on a one-man show,
·and after two years of hard
work gives us "An Evening
with Qscar Wilde".
·
Now, at twenty-two, Gregg
is on his way up. About the
'future he says , "We could take
the show to B roadway now,
but we've decided to tour the
country fi1'st." The first s top
will be negotiati!)-g contracts in
Dallas and on the West coast.
When asked if the move to
Wisconsin will be the last
Chicago sees of the show,
Gregg replied, " Of course, we
can always return here (the
Wisdom Bridge theatre) and
play for as long as we draw
audiences. Bu t we've had some
offers to play downtown. You
know , a 'returns to Chicago',
that sort of thing."
-As Gregg put it, " People are
afraid one-man shows will be
"dull " (grimace) - we put a
· 1ot of energy into this so it
wouli:in' t be. " A lot of one-man
shows are around, but "AN
E VENING WITH OSCAR
WILDE " is a rare, inspired
one. So hurry to the WISDOM
BRIDGE THEATRE, 1559
Howard St reet, and see it.
Then , when it hits Broadway,
remember, you saw it first in
Chicago. · .-

Musical defends
community vs . renewal
"Ba ttered Hom es and
Gardens ," a satirical musical
by the Alive and Trucking
thea ter Company of Minneapolis, will be presented
tonite in a benefit for the
· Campaign t o Control High
'Rises.

Pianist to
per(orm here

Alive and Trucking Theater
has performe<l to overflow
audiences several times in
"Chicago. This play is about a
comunity that organizes to
save itself from the bulldozers
of urban renewal.
The time is 8 pm, Friday,
February 28, at Nettelhorst
S~h~ol, 3252 N. Broadway.
"If you.'re interested in
performing arts, community
organizin g, wome n 's liberation, urban planning, or J·ust
plain fun , you can't afford to
miss this event, " said Joe
Moskal, Northeastern Student
who works for the Campaign
to Cont rol High rises (CCHR).
Call J oe at 472-4050 to
arrange for a special student
ticket at $2.50.
.
CCHR ,ha s had notabl e·
succe_s s in getting the City to ·
.agree to rezone their neighborhood along with community
wishes.

On Monday, March 3, 1975·
8 : 00 p .m . CC
. .AB
. . w1·11
proudly present Gary Graffman, pianist. Graffman has
reached a position of eminence
rarely accorded any artist so
young. The only pianist to
L to R: Mary F;rances Farrell , Matthew Elkan, .and David Wirth in "Beyond the Horizon" . .
have · recorded with six of
North America 's leading orchestras, his annual tours are
world-wide, often averaging
over 100 appearance§ a year ..
Recently hailed by the New
York Times as " a master of .
romanticism, from Beethoven
FARRELL); and it is their
by JC Wynn
once in awhile. The last time I
to
Rachmaninoff" Gary GraffFew evenings at the theatre
saw anything so static was · love which is supposed to be
man is consistently described
the
focus
for
the
rest
of
the
are a total disappointment to
when my third-grade class had
an art exhibit. Obviously, · plot action. It is not necessary· as "one of· the great living
me. I really enjoy theatre. In
some actors need more
that one sympathiz e with ' pianists." (Newsweek)
fact, I enjoy it to the point
• direcBorn in New York City,
Robert,
though it should be
that I am seldom bored, even
t ion . than . others. BYRNE
Gary
Graffman began to study
possible to feel something for
.
e amateur
PIVEN (Mr. Mayo) is one of
b y th e me d 10cr
piano
at the age of three. Four .
those
who
needs
very
little.
He
him. Unfortunately, his lines
productions which flourish in
years later he was accepted at
were inevitably delivered in a
Chicago. Friday night, howkn~~s how to move abo ut · the
Philadelphia's Curtis Institute
nasal drone which I grew to
ever, was an exception~
stage, and when those moves
of Music and at 18 he made his
dread·. His speech sounded
are most effective. It's too bad
"official" professional debut
about as poetic as a rusty old
I am not very familiar with
his only appearance came in
with Eugene Ormandy and the
Eugene O'Neill as a playact one. That was the show's · cistern pump, and that hardly
Philadelphia Orchestra. Mr.
sou~ds like a daydreaming ·
wright. I've neither seen nor
high point. It 'Yas all downhill
Graffman has worked intenread many of his works. I do
from there.
romantic.
sively with Vladimir Horowitz
think he is rather didactic, and •
and was the winner of the
not very subtie. His 1921
Leventritt Award in 1949.
With but one exception the
Pulitzer Prize winner "BEThe concert will be presentYOND THE HORIZON " is rest of the cast worked hard
ed in the UNI auditorium and
and
did
.a
fine
job.
If
they'd
not on my list of favorites. But
admission is free to all people
its 1975 revival by the St. had a director to give them a
with
a UNI I.D . card, and ,
Nicholas Theatre Co. could little help they might even
$2,00 to the general public.
have
saved
the
show.
The
one
have been more than a valiant
Tickets may be obtained or
exception is MATTHEW ELeffort.
reserved thru the CCAB office
KAN
(Robert).
A
cigar
store
.
.
or the UNI box office which is
DIRECTOR DAVID MAIndian could have given the
located in front of the
MET has enough experience part more feeling. He showed
auditorium . For information,
· that he should know to move
an utter inability to relate to
please call the CCAB office,
· his actors arou~d on t he stage Ruth (MARY FRANCES
ext. 375.·
at

'Beyond the Horizon_' has dim view

l

.Snea_
k y.
Pete's
5053 N. Lincoln

Beer Time ·

25~
a

stein

of beer
On Thursdays .
8. pin till closing
..
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surmount Northeasterners speed
bumps. Fully factory equipped
with 1930's styHng, balloon tires,
flip-up windshield, running boards,
hydraulic jacks mounted on all
four wheels $400
Contact:
Mike Scafide
· in Physics Dept.
or 539-8627

foR RENT
April 1st, unfurnished, wallpanelled, studio apt. $115 a mo.
Lincoln/Fullerton area, heat & elec.
included stove/refr. call Rita 3272997 between 10pm & 7am.

'

jobs

London Cab · The original van
1957 Diesel. Right hand drive.
Driver and passenger compartments separated by sliding glass.
Seating for 6 passengers (with
plenty of room to ball). Large
enough to handle Cadillacs and
Lincolns easily. Tall enough to

the qu~en of martyrdom reigns!

__ __ .,_ _________ _

.,

State Licensed Oinics
Chicago anc1 Suburbs
Open 7 days a week
Call 8:30 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. ,
1

215-8292

by Steven Novak
timely death of her husband
When I first walked into t.he
Donald (Billy Green Bush).
Granada theater to see th·e
Ellen Burstyn is fantastic in
preview of "Alice Doesn 't Live
her role as Alice, portraying a
Here Anymore" I had my
variety of emotional roles, each·
doub ts. This stems from a
one of them superbly .
. hasic clislike of David ·: sussAfter her husband's death
kind who hap~ens to be t he
she takes off for Monteray in
producer. However I was : search • of the happiness she ·
treated to perhaps the best
had as a child. However, on ·
movie that I have seen this
her way, she ; runs into a
year.
. variety of interesting experiIt is the story of Alice (Ellen
ences. Amon& them is an
Burstyn) ·1n her search for her
interesting affair with Ben
singi!;l_g career: _after .the un(Harvey Keitel) who happens
to be married. After a very
physical scene with him, she
. takes off with her son to
Tuscon ("the wierd capital of
the world " ) where she meets

OPEN FOR· LUNCH

HIDDEN COVE

Karen Kirst:
You'll always be my Neewollah
Queen. By the way, after the
picnic, want to stop by my box car
for some nooky.
Res ties sly,
William

Bob,
Those logarithms are he~vy!
The Polar Bear
Kev,
God only knows what I'd be
without you.
Paula
Wedge,
Mona and I will definately be
your audience when you become a
great comic. I think you 're one
heck of, a fantastic person and a
great friend.
·
Love,
Paula
I wish to announce that I, Aaron ·
H. Sachnoff am engaged to Cheryl
J. -Pactor. We plan to be married
on Dec. 19, in 1976.

I'll never drink again.
Move over, Linda Blair.
"T"

.

r-----------~---~-~-,
CO~N.

David (Kris Kristofferson).
In Tuscon she ends her
singing comeback and works
in Mel and Ruby 's Cafe as a
waitress .. . through this, she
extends her affair with David.
After a violent scene (she has a
passion for violent men), where
David hits her son, we view
t he breakup and reuniting of
the happy couple, putting a
beautiful climax to the whole
movie. You may have noticed
that I have made vague
references to Alice's son. Well
I was saving the best for last.
Tommy (Alfred Lutter) was
perhaps the most glowing part
of the entire movie: He showed
an insight into life that · is

seldom seen by people five
times as old . .,A particularly
moving scene was the wine. clrinking with Audrey (Jodie
Foster, TV's 'Paper Moon').
His language is contemporary
and may shock some of the
less liberal viewing audience.
If I was voting, he'd have my
nomination for best supporting
actorforthe Academy Awards.
Speaking · of Academy
Awards, Ellen Burstyn is also
up for one for Alice which is
pretty good for a movie that
isn't ou t to the public yet) and
as far as I ·am concerned she
deserves it. You know, this
may even make me change my
mind about David Susskincl

.

OPEN AT 11 am. daily

I.
i

To the Ivanhoe set,
What can I say??? After Friday
what could we do to top this? Stay
sober folks, no joke.
r
Newsy Editor

/

To 24'weeks

I
II

esther:
woe is me, for the devices of
uncle ev prosper!
unclomo

To Jean's Mom,
The cookies were great
Sorry t_his is late.
Mike

'Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore'

ABORTION

I

Did a great job aceing th!lt test at
60wpm.
from a couple of
dingle berries

pERsoN4ls.

INFORMATION ON

'

lo - where is shabsai & who ate my
chop suey??!!

ahsosis - got a tum for a fraid?

~ttention Campers and other
Wanted - Babysitter for a 15 - interested persons ! We are going
month old. Reliable. Close to
to Devil's Lake State Park op.
school. Call after 5:00 pm ,
March) 21-23. We will have · a
334-1839.
meeting on March 4 at 1 :00pm
(activity hour) in Gym annex 1. 15
min. from Devils Head Ski Lodge.
Hiking, climbing, skating are on
the agenda. If you are interested
please be there. If you can't make
it contact Tom Flately in E-205N ,
denise - hope you 're not bleeding &
CCAB office, ext. 376. Leave a
torn and bedding for loren!
message.

For Sale - 4 VW tires WW .$30.
2 . Green vinyl bucket seats_$15.
Call after 6:00pm , 436-0367.

.,

--------- ' -----

Steve,
A .whole week without you as
my boss. What else can one ask ·
for!
Pauline

EIYIPA

I

.

FREE - · 1 Pitcher beer with med, pizza

I

FREE - l Pitchers beer with lge. pizza

.I

S04 OFF - any 1uncheon order

, I
I

I

.

~----------------~-~
Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite, Tuesday & Thursday, Unescorted Females,
a Drink.

. . , r:

Se

'c ' •

LOUNGE-PU·B

338 N.-. Lincoln Ave.
784-9638.

ELVIRA MADIGAN, A ~EGENDARY SWEDISH
CHARACTER OF THE J.\JTH CENl'.URY, HAS
A SAD LOVE AFFAIR WITH AN ARMY LIEUTENANT. WHO DESERTED HIS WI FE AND
CHILDREN TO RVN OFF WITH A GIRL IN
THE CIRCUS, AT FIRST THEY ARE BLINDLY
tlAPPY AND THEN THEIR FORTUNES TURN,
IHEY ARE REBELS WITH A CAY,SE-DREAMING
OF A FUTURE IN WHICH MEN WILL BE
ALLOWED TO MA~E MQRE THAN ONE LI FE
FOR TEMSELVES , THEIRS IS A ROMANTIC LOVE DOOMED FROM ITS REFUSAL TO
BE PRACTICAL, THE EXCEPTIONAL SWEDISH
~QVE STORY WHLCH WON . Pu, 0EGERMARK THE
REST ACTRE SS
AWARD AT THE CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL,

PRINT
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Women 8-ball take 2nd

P11ge 7

Sweaty
-e11ents
It's that time of season where teams are recruiting members.
The tennis tea~ will hold a meeting on Monday, March 3 for all
.members of the varsity tennis team and anyone else wishing to
try out for the team. It will be in the gym at 3 pm. Any ot her
information needed could be answered by Coach Faloona, in t he
• gym office.
. The Varsity Golf team is also interest ed in new members. They .
will be holding their meeting for all members and interested
· golfers on Wednesday, March 5 at 3 pm in t he gym.

Men's batketball lM

•

Dodo Kaspar-runs into heavy traffic as she tries to drive through the middle in the game against ·
Northwestern. [Photo by Peg Gorman]
by Nancy Bartosh
Last weekend, the women's
basketball team traveled to
Chicago State Univ. for the
Northeast Sectional Qualifying
Tournament. They won 2nd
place and will be playing at the
U. of I. this weekend in_ the
state tournament. Their first
game is today (Friday) at 3:30
vs. Ill. Central.
In their first sectional game,
they beat DePaul 51-33. The
_scoring was reall)'. e9ual in this

TO THE SPORTS EDITOR:
This is in reply to the
" anonymous " letter on the
back page of last week 's
PRIN'.': commenting on the
physical education department.
First of all, I 'd like to know
why the writer of the article
didn't sign it? Does he/ she
have something to hide? Is
this person afraid that because
she/ he's a Physical education
major criticizing the department that the teachers will
take it out on her in class or in
the form of grades? The reason
I _ say " she" is because the
author seemed to know most
of the mens ' athletic teams
AND the women's volleyball,
basketball and softball teams.
Well, I'm not on gymnastics,
but I do play volleyball,
basketball and ·softball and I
am a physical education major,
and I'm not afraid to sign my
name either!
Well, to answer this person's
first question; physical education is not just a playing sport.
If the person seems to think •
so, then she should find out
from the majors, just how
many of them are on interscholastic teams and how many
participate in intramurals.
Also, just because a person
doesn't attend games or· play
doesn't make her any less of a .
P .E. Major. I'm involved with ·
what goes on around the gym
and I do agree that the,
physical education majors are
equally ··• as apathetic ab_Qut

game with 3 players in double
figures~ Scoring: Foster-12,
Kaspar-12, Nicketta-10, Rozdilsky-8, Harty-3, Serczyk-2,
DeFranceschi-2, Covington-2.
That same night, the women
also beat Wright Jr. College
54-34. The game was really
close with the teams trading
baskets until about 4 minutes
left in the haif when UNI
broke the game wide open
scoring 19 points to Wright's
2. before the half. They left

37-18 at the half and just
maintained ·their lead throughout the rest of the game to win
by 20.
In the finals, Northeastern
lost to Chgo. St. in a low
scoring game, 45-39. One of
our starters, Dodo Kaspar,
was out with a sprained ankle,
but Kathy Ser~zyk did a good
job filling in. Only 3 persons
scored for UNI in that game,
Foster-18,
Rozdilsky-11,
Nicketta-10.

Going into the finals in the men 's basketball intramurals from
the Thursday league are Deep Throat and t he Zoo, which took
first and second respectively in the 1:00 division. While in t he
1:30 division t he Challengers won first place last week when t hey
defeated t he second place winners t he St ones. The Tuesday
league winner in the 1:00 division is the Old Timers and second
'place was taken by No Names. The lr: 30 division winner is the
Mug Fugs (1st place).

Men's V-bal IM

Losing no time, the 'men's volleyball intramurals will have a
meeting -on Tuesday March 11 at 1: 00. Eight are allowed per
roster of them at least one must be present at the meeting.
Anyone wishing to form a team must be at the meeting.
The games will begin Thursday March 13. Trophies will be
awarded to the top three teams.

Women's ba~minton IM

The Women's.Badminton Intramurals for the winter trimester
finally got under way on Tuesday, Feb. 18. Eighteen women
signed up for the round robin tournament. As of Monday, Feb.
24, the leaders are : Joelle Buffa, 4-0, Nancy Bartosch, 3-0, Dottie
Wojdyla 1-0, Karen Kirst 1-0, Martha Danenberg 1-1, Carol
Veckey 1-2.

jock rap
what's happening in other you? You don't give the P.E.
Now the situation arises again
way to get revenge on some
parts of the school as the . student enough credit for bethis weekend, when after the
teacher and/ or coach in the
others are to us, but I don't
ing able to perform and underteam qualified . for the state - P .E . Dept. or just plain ignothink that blaming it on the stand a skill which has not
tournament, we needed a sponrant.
faculty is any way out.
been demonstrated but exsor to go with us. So a 3rd
I think that next time
If you say that the athletic plained to them.
instructor changed week-end
" anonymous " writes a letter,
department doesn't care about
I agree that the P.E. majors
plans for out of town to be
she'd better get some facts to
athletics ; then why are the should support the athletic
with us in Champaign-Urbana
back it up and be prepared
coaches always fighting for
teams more but what about
so that a group of girls could
because: The accused has the
more money for their teams
the rest of the apathetic people
try to win the States.
right to confront and crossand amongst themselves for in the school? Of course, this
To · me, the person that
examine his accusers.
facilities . If you think it's doesn't make us right!
worte this article sounds like
Signed, ~
because they get paid more for
,I agree that the faculty
their either flunking out of
Nancy Bartosch
coaching, you had better think should know more of what's
school or they are looking for a
Sec. Phys. Ed. Major
again.
going on with each other, but
The reason the professional they're busy too. You don't
aspect of teaching is stressed seem to realize all the time
is because that's what you're
that the coaches put in with
supposed to be learning to do. the teams; the hours and
If you don't want to be a •hours of practices, games, and
. professional in your field, then meets that isn't part of their
you should get out now,
salary and also all the extra
by Sweet Deet
because you shouldn't even be things that they do on their
The Golden Eagles swim- Mike Briske, and Dettman.
there to begiri with. There's no own time for the students.
Dettman also managed to
mers descended to Decatur
room in teaching for someone
A perfect example of this is . this past weekend t<.\ compete
finish up with a 3rd in the 500
with the wrong .attitude!
occurring right now, if you
in NAIA Disctrict #lJ.O chamfrees tyle and 6th in both the
This person, whoever it is,
would just look around and · pionship meet. Finishing 4th
200 and 1650 freestyle while
does not base any of _her open your eyes. Last Thursout of 9 teams showed that the
setting new records in the 500
statistics - on facts . How can day, the women's basketball
UNI squad while lacking . and 1650 freestyle. Mike P yne
you say, " If you were to take a coach was injured in an auto
depth bad spirit as the team - and Briske set personal best s
poll" , when you have never accident, Friday & Saturday
generally placed two swimmers
in t he 100 backstroke and 200
even talked to the faculty or were the Sectional Qualifying
in every eighteen events.
breas troke respectively whi ~e
majors about it. Of course,
tournament at Chicago State
The highlight of the meet
scoring a dditional points tohow could you take a poll & without a sponsoring teachwards the teams totals. Northwas Mike Blaul's 1st place and
when you 're too paranoid to er with us, we never could
new school record in the 50
eastern ' s team caused quite a
even sign the letter you wrote? have gone. To prove my point,
freestyle against stiff compestir as the deadly baker 's
Another thing, a person there are teachers who do care;
tition. Blaul also tied the 100
dozen squad scored enoug h
does not necessarily have to because one instructor took
freestyle record and was a
points to end up only 30 poin ts
participate in or demonstrate a
her own time off to spend
member of two record breaking
out of second.
skill in P.E . in order to be able almost all day Friday with us,
relays. The 400 free composed
Tomorrow the Eagles travel
to teach it. You don't see all so we could pJay. On Saturday,
of Jim Carney, Al Alverez,
to Rockford to close out the
the instructors _d emonstrating another instructor'(!hanged her
Dave 1 Dettman and the 800
season at their conference
every skill they'll teaching, do plans for the _d ay to be with us.
freestyle relay with Carney,
meet.

Swimmers ·

show

spirit
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St. Fr.ancis double loser

Cag~e ,s win .all

.
by Al Albert
·
Last week Northeastern's basketball team won three important
games and captured a tie in the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic
Conference. Turning in three of their best efforts this season the
Golden Eagles also managed to even their season record at 14-14.
The first victory was ·a 77 to 73 non conference win over George .
William College on Tues. Feb. 18, on the loser's home court.
Center Tyrone Rutues paced the Eagles attack with 20 pts and a
strong team defensive effort held off a George Williams rally in
the closing moments to preserve the victory.
The following evening UNI returned home to punish
Purdue-Calumet College 113-57. Northeastern ·controlled this
' game right from the opening tip as they led 31 to 11 after ' the
first 10 minutes and continued to build their lead even larger as
. the game progressed. Steve Kidd, played his fines game of the
season against the Pipers as he hit i6 of 21 shots from the floor
and 3 of 3 from the free-throw line to wind up with 35 pts. Gary
Staniec added 21 pts. , Rutues had 18 and John "Bird" Waytula
. had 15.
On Sat. F eb . 22, before a standing-room only crowd at
Northeastern, t he Golden Eagl~s won their biggest game of the
season by defeating St. Francis College 61 to 50. After trailing 25
to 23 at halftime, the Eagles used a full-court press and some fine
p_lay from their reserves to wear down the Falcons. Bruce Fudge
scored 3 consecutive baskets after the UNI press had produced
steals, to give the Golden Eagles a 33 to 27 lead with 16 minutes
remaining. From this point on the Eagles were never caught by .
the weary Falcons. Staniec with 15 pts. was Northeastern's
leading scorer.
The·key to the victory was the superior play of the Eagles on ·
defense. Guards Danny Crawford, John Johann, B~bby Beckam,
and ~Bruce Fudge did an exceptional job in containing the
Falcor/s high s~o~ing guatds. Meanwhile the Eagles dominated
play inside as Rutues, W aytula, and Kidd dazzled the crowd with
their shot-blo.sking and rebounding.'
.
The Eagles end their regular season schedule this evening when
they host highly rated Ferris State College of Big Rapids,
Michigan.

.

Northeastern Coach Spin
Salario ' praised his team- by
~saying, "We played a very '
aggressive game on defense,
we switched off well and
anticipated their every move. "
H e also praised the losers from
Joliet, " They were a . good
ballclub with some fine play·
ers, but when we grabbed a big
lead early they had to continue to run their patterns, because
that's what they won on all
season.''

.Danny Crawford surrounded by St. Francis Falcons goes up for
two UNI won the game Tuesday night to go to the Districts.
[Photo by Marco Pedersen].
·
On Tuesday, February 25,
Northeastern's
basketball
team behind another superb
defensive elfort, downed St.
Francis College 66 to 51 in a
special CCAC playoff game to
qualify for the NAIA District
20 Championships.
The Golden Eagles behind

J\/'s bomb Ft Sheridan

-

UNI's JV basketball team overpowered Fort Slieridan 99-54.
Vincent Robertson helps in clearing the ·boards . [Photo by Peg
Gorman]
by Will Crawford
Northeastern's J.V. ,team
after coming off a two game
losing streak, came back
against Ft. Sheridan. From the
opening tip off Northea~tern
played good defense. They
started out with a full court
press to get Ft. Sh~ridan
runni!J,g and to play UNI's
style of fast break basketball:

From the tip; Northeastern's
offense was hot, they ran up a
12-0 lead to stun Ft. Sheridan.
At t his ,point Ft. Sheridan
called a time out to get
themselves together, to only
come back on the court to be
dominated by Northeastern's
defense. At halftime Ft. Sheridan trailed 51-15.

defense. -Led by guards Danny
Crawford, Bruce F udge,' ~nd
Johann the Eagles once again
harassed the Falcons with a
well-organized full-court press.
Tyrone Rutues, Steve Kidd,
and John W aytula also did a
great job pressing• as well as
controlling the boards.

Coach Doug Devincent still not satisfied with the way his
team played, stressed more
defense and less turnovers.
Coach Devincent' s team averages 18 turnovers a game, at
halftime they had 16.
The second half showed how
N~rt heastern's JV didn't have
wri.at Devincent calls " killer
instinct." They let up on Ft. .
Sheridan. Most of the starters
after playing about eight minutes of the second half were
sitting on the bench to give
their other teammates a
chance to play while Will
Crawford fouled out with 16
minutes to play. Ever with the
bench full with starters Northeastern still outscored Ft.
Sheridan in the second half
42-39 to make the final score
Northeastern JV 99, Ft. Sheridan 54.
The games high scorer and
rebounder was Vincent Robinson with 26 points and 12
rebounds.
This gam~ set two new
records for Northeastern's JV.
It pulled a seasons high
rebounds of 54 and for the bad
part having 35 turnovers. This
game gave 'Coach Devincent a
chance to see that kind of
bench strength he had. This
game alsv showed balance
scoring for Northeastern.

the hot-shooting of forward
Gary Staniec, who sank his
first 5 shots, surged to a 17-10
lead after t he first 10 minu tes
of play. From this point on,
Nor theastern maintained its
lead the rest of the way as the
offensive continued to click,
shooting 42% from the field
and the defense continued to
stop the St. Francis attack.

The victory which was· the
4th in a row for UNI advances
the Eagles to the NAIA
District 20 playoffs. The opponent, site, and date have not
yet been determined, for more
information
regarding
t he
playoffs check the phys. ed.
bulletin board.

ST. FRANCIS [51] - Capis'ta18, Gerrish- 13, _Cantor- 4,
Hubbard· 12, Randich- 4.
UNI [66] - Fudge- 8, Crawford7, Rutues- . 10, Kidd- •6,
Beckham- 4, Staniec- 23,
Clark- 2, Waytula- 6.
Top scorer of the game was
Staniec with 23 pts., but the . Halftime - UNI - 33, St.
Francis · 21.
story of the game was the UNI

Hocus - Pocus ... another magical move by Steve Kidd [31] in
the game against St. Francis last Saturday. [Photo by Peg
Gorman].

